Mold Maintenance and Repair

By Randy Winton

Designing the Perfect
Mold Repair Bench
The right tools and working
environment can help you
complete a job more easily
and more efficiently.
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M

aintaining a fleet of molds in a timely and efficient
manner is a support function, and the bench is a critical part of the mold maintenance process. However,
this is also a piece of equipment that is given not so much as
a second thought by many companies, and I’ve seen plenty of
examples of this all over the world.

On the Floor?
Having conducted maintenance capabilities assessments on
four continents, I’ve seen some interesting setups. For example, in China the mold benches, if they exist, are typically low
to the floor and require the mold repair technician to squat
like a baseball catcher to work on the molds. In the absence
of benches, the technicians work on small molds directly on
the floor.
I’ve also seen benches
Through standardization
that resemble the tables
and systemization, one
at your favorite bistro
can create a work cell for or pub. They were often
too tall, too short or
the primary purpose of
set up in an inefficient
mold maintenance that in manner with no particular ergonomic specithe end will help molders fication. There were
benches with tops so
“efficiently produce
beaten up and uneven
quality parts on time.”
that mold plates could
not stand on them safely
without support. Some
benches had tops made from granite surface plates that were
4 feet wide, 10 feet long and 12 inches thick. There were also
benches with solid wood tops, plastic laminate tops and
stainless steel “covers.”
In all of these examples, it was evident that the mold bench
was not planned out as a work cell or designed so the techni-
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The bench is a critical part of the mold maintenance process; however,
this is also a piece of equipment that is given not so much as a second glance
by many companies, as evidenced by the bench pictured here.

The bench design, construction and placement are all crucial to a mold
shop’s ability to effciently work on molds.

cian could efficiently work on molds that needed to return
as quickly as possible to the molding machine. Too often, the
mold maintenance and repair bench is a hand-me-down or an
afterthought, and it is not designed for its intended use.
Efficiency = Profitability
The molder’s mantra is “efficiently produce quality parts on
time.” Mold maintenance and its efficiency is an important

